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It is usually late at night when I experience the 

most clarity. No coincidence, it’s at the same time 

I experience the most frustration. In my family 

those moments right after school tend to go from

scolding bad behavior and taking away privileges

to keeping it together long enough to see if today’s

homework is something I’m even capable of. Now

it’s approaching midnight and as I thumb through

the pile of papers the teacher has sent home, a 

list of upcoming events and the day’s unfinished

homework, each page feels like a personal attack.

I don’t often consider how it must feel for my

young daughter, already trying to fit in when 

ADHD keeps her from staying focused in a 

large, over-stimulating classroom.  

As young professionals, my parents found

themselves in an environment where cultural

differences were not recognized in school,

acknowledged at the doctor’s office or discussed

at the local factory. They were among the few

strong Utahns who dealt with racism by registering

people of color to vote, staging protests and

boycotting businesses that discriminated against

Blacks. Like myself, Roietta Fulgham, a business

professor at Wind River University in Sacramento,

grew up in Ogden, Utah. Her parents, both

professionals, were active in the civil rights

community. When her brother Tyrone was born

with Down Syndrome in the early 50’s, he

experienced isolation, discrimination and limited

services. It took years for his parents to find a

company willing to insure a black child with a

disability. “There were many times my brother 

was dismissed because of his disability, and he

was aware of it,” Fulgham says. He did not

understand why, but Fulgham remembers him

retaliating when he was ignored.

Jeanette Cordova is watching her seven-year-old

son Tait thrive, but only after moving him out of 

her local public school district to his father’s. At 

his last school, teachers made no effort to include

him in the general education classroom; they

wanted him segregated. Although he has Down

Syndrome, he wants to be challenged. “The school

did not look at him as an individual they saw him

as a disability,” Jeanette says. “Now that he is in

an inclusive setting, he is flourishing.”   

Jeanette works for the Denver Metro Community

Parent Resource Center where she is the 

Bilingual Outreach Coordinator. She counsels

many Spanish-speaking parents who do not

receive the support they want from their children’s

schools. Since the parents do not speak English,

teachers and administrators tend to dismiss them.

Instead of providing information and materials in

Spanish, they often choose not to communicate

with them at all. That sets the tone for an adversarial

relationship, while creating a barrier between the

teacher and the child. In that setting, no child can

be fully successful.  

Culture goes beyond race and ethnicity. Sue Fager

is the Transition Training and Technical Assistance

Coordinator at the PACER Center. She is a member

of the Council and also co-chairs the Council’s

Multicultural Committee (MCC). The definition of

cultural identity includes where an individual grows

up and his or her educational background. “It can

include the general beliefs about people living with

disabilities. It can be reflective of a person’s

ethnic group, faith or spiritual beliefs, as well as

sexual orientation or identity,” Sue says.

Cultural competency is an integral part of the

Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council’s

mission. While exploring ways to understand,

communicate with and interact effectively with

people of different cultures, the Council is

educating those who administer supports and

services to people with developmental 

disabilities of all cultures.  

Multiculturalism is a part of the Council’s Five-Year

Plan, the plan used to guide its work. Two of the

Plan objectives affirm that the Council will recognize

that people living with developmental disabilities

and their families represent a wide range of

cultures in Colorado. The Council will work to 

help people living with disabilities from all

cultures understand how to become more

involved throughout the community. It will also

help those organizations understand how to

become more inclusive of people with disabilities

and their families. The Council is committed to

learning more about what kinds of support

people living with developmental disabilities

and their families need when it is time to make

important decisions. The Council will then share

that information with the organizations and

legislators as they shape public policy.

Several committees, including the Multicultural

Committee (MCC), help the Council understand

the perspective of people from various cultures.

Two leadership development programs, one 

for African-American parents and another for

Spanish-speaking families, are activities

supported by the Council and the MCC. 

Reflections on the Cultural Competence
and Responsiveness Conference,
October 2009
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Kay McCanless died last

summer. Kay was a long-

time, loyal member of the

Colorado Cross-Disability

Coalition (CCDC),

responsible for much

of the good work done in La Junta and Rocky Ford. She was

one of the founders of STEPS (Start Thinking about Every

Person's Situation), the CCDC affiliate that serves that part of the

state. I used to stay at her home when we still had bus service in

Rocky Ford because the bus back to Denver only came at

midnight. I would hang out with her and her precious dog (a pit

bull that thought it was a lap dog) after our training or whatever

event we were doing until it was time for me to catch the bus.

Kay and I would sit in her cramped but comfortable living room

and she would enthrall me with stories about life before we had

the ADA, Medicaid, and comforts and rights we have today.

Kay grew up in the home she lived in when I met her. Kay had

polio as a young child and was only able to attend school with

support from her grandparents and her fellow students, without the

benefit of civil rights laws. After graduating from high school, and

some adventurous and risky travel around the country, Kay ended up

back in her childhood home where she proceeded to make a life for herself; but

isolated from the community of people with disabilities and the concept of disability rights.

Remembering
a Leader

For the past two years the MCC 

has helped plan successful annual

multicultural conferences, “Learning

from Each Other: The Things We

Share.” Families, professionals 

and people with disabilities examine

the ramifications of being excluded

in order to break down cultural

barriers. This year TASH, an

international association based in

Washington D.C., and comprised 

of people with disabilities, their

families and other advocates, was

represented by two keynote

presenters during the conference,

Haley Kimmet and Paul Butler.

Penny Gonnella is both co-chair of

the Council’s MCC and a workshop

facilitator. She reminds us that

becoming culturally competent is 

an “ongoing process” that evolves

throughout our lives and the lives 

of the family members we support.

At the end of each conference, Ms.

Gonnella and other MCC members

presented attendees the opportunity

to help plan a follow up workshop.

Conference attendees divided into

small groups to share feedback 

and solidify the best strategies for

moving our children, along with the

rest of us, toward a fully inclusive

society. The groups determined

which ideas and strategies they had

learned during the conference they

would try out before the follow-up

workshop in January.

by Deon Gillespie,
Parent to Parent of Colorado 

Sue Fager and Penny Gonnella 
contributed to this story

The follow-up workshop, scheduled for January 7, 2010, will include discussions

of successes and obstacles people experienced with trying to implement ideas and strategies from the

conference. TASH representatives will be attending the workshop as well, in preparation for their national

conference in Denver in December 2010. To learn more about the follow-up workshop, call 720-941-0176
or visit the Council’s website at http://www.coddc.org.
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When we met Kay she was in what we

call an “airport wheelchair,” which is a

large bulky manual wheelchair that

even the strongest football player would

have trouble maneuvering. She had a

truck she could drive with hand controls,

and drove as long as someone would

throw her and her wheelchair in the

truck. She was receiving no home 

health care because an agency person

“caught” her driving her truck. (She 

had the audacity to do some Christmas

shopping and was at Wal Mart). 

The rural home care agency did not

understand that Medicaid did not have

a homebound restriction like Medicare

does. When we filed a complaint we

discovered racist notations in her file—

her companion and his friends were

Latino. With no due process her

independence was ripped away from 

her. When we met her she would have 

to roll in her clunky chair the few blocks 

to “downtown” Rocky Ford where 

she would have to beg people in the

community to help her use the bathroom

at mid-day. She then had to rely on

unpaid friends for other care, paying a

dear price for that care, a price no one

should have to pay.

We met Kay and introduced her to

disability rights, and also educated her

about what life could be with a power

chair and access to attendant care that

she could control. She embraced this

immediately and quickly rose to a

leadership role within our organization.

She bravely agreed to travel to Denver

on a Greyhound bus, even though at 

65 it was her first time on a bus. Her 

first experience on a Greyhound was a

disaster. The lift did not work (or the

driver did not know how) and she and 

her helper were treated badly. She had 

to wait hours and by the time that day

was done she had been sitting in her

chair for close to 24 hours. Again, all of

us wheelchair users know what that 

feels like and how physically painful and

exhausting that is. But Kay did not want

to miss a minute of the action. She rode

the city bus to our meeting and was

ready to work the next morning. We

were able to get Kay a small settlement

for her trouble and even though she was

poor living on SSI she poured the $200

into the kitty that her local CCDC group

kept for food, emergency assistance for

members in trouble, and materials.   

Her first victory as an activist was to get

curb cuts in Rocky Ford. She took her

training to heart and organized the group

to follow the steps of presenting a

problem, going to the people with the

power to fix the problem, and escalating

when necessary. They got a commitment

and then helped the city of Rocky Ford

find some funding. Rocky Ford now has

curb cuts.

Kay made sure that the local CCDC 

group did outreach where rural people 

go-the country fairs, the town parades,

the local farmers markets. For years no

event happened without Kay and the

group appearing. Kay and the group told

their peers that people with disabilities

did have rights now;  they had a right to

be mobile, to have decent wheelchairs

and to have home health care that was

not abusive. Kay reached out to her 

long time friend Anita Bray and brought

her into our community. Like Kay, Anita

grew up as a disabled person in rural

Colorado. Kay alerted us when Anita was

being intimidated and abused by a home

health agency and we were able to

intervene. Anita and her husband David

have taken leadership roles, following in

Kay’s footsteps.

The last time I saw Kay was when I had

gone to La Junta to help pull the group

together. It had lost its way, as happens

with groups, and they asked for some

facilitation and refocusing. The group had

lost a strong leader, Alice Bustamante, a

few years earlier and had struggled with

that loss. Kay was the true matriarch of

the group, pulling people together, gently

reminding people that they needed to

focus on the mission, the vision and the

values, and not on personalities. It was

shortly after this meeting that Kay began

to fight her final disability, cancer.

Kay spent her 60th birthday celebrating

with her group at the local “Loaf N Jug”

after the group “persuaded” the owner to

comply with access standards. The STEPS

group had threatened to demonstrate if

the regional management did not make

some changes. It was the first time Kay

had been inside of this local establishment

and there was nowhere else she wanted

to celebrate.  

It is always easy to get discouraged when

we lose great patriots like Kay. It is

tempting in our grief to say, “Why bother?”

especially in tough times. But Kay was

not about giving up and it would be an

affront to her memory to do anything

but to keep going and to remember her

life lessons. We will honor the memory

and life struggles of the beautiful woman

known as Kay McCanless by fighting to

maintain control over our home care and

other supports so that no one has to

endure abuse simply to assure help with

basic activities of daily living. By helping

other people to confront the lies often

spread by people in power in rural

communities (such as one cannot receive

home care if one drives) we will honor

the actions Kay took and continue the

activism that defined the last decade of

her life.  

As part of our celebrations for our 20th

year the Colorado Cross-Disability

Coalition will be developing a memorial

garden to honor those who have passed

away-we will make sure that there is a

special space for Kay-perhaps some

decorative rocks with a plant that is 

tough and can survive in the desert as

Kay did for so many years.

We will miss you Kay but will never 

forget you.

By Julie Reiskin

Julie Reiskin is the Executive Director of the
Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition, and signs all
her correspondence with “Nothing about us
without us—ever.”



In Our Hands:
Great Futures for All
Colorado’s Kids
By Lisa Weil and Casey Shea

Recently, our organization, Great Education Colorado (a statewide

organization that works for improved public education through

increased and wise investment in schools, colleges and universities)

was invited to present at the 2009 Colorado Developmental Disabilities

Council’s Cultural Competence and Responsiveness Conference. 

Right up front, we gave the audience our assessment of 

school funding in Colorado—without sugarcoating:

Colorado has a public education funding crisis. It affects every 

child in Colorado. And it’s only going to get worse. 

But that’s not the end of the story. The most important part of our 

message is this: It does not have to be this way. Together, we can 

turn Colorado around and start making new, smart investments so 

that our kids—and our state—can enjoy great futures. 

Here’s the whole story... 

What do we want for our kids when it 
comes to education?
It’s a simple question but in a state that spends about $1,400 less

per pupil than the national average, the most frequent question is:

“Where should we cut?”

Unfortunately, figuring out how to make budget cuts that will cause

the least harm to students is a necessary conversation for every

school and district. But it’s increasingly important for our kids 

that we also take the time to imagine what we could do for all

Colorado’s kids, if the resources were available.  

That’s why during presentations, Great Ed asks folks to take a moment

to dream for Colorado’s kids. We did just that at the recent CDDC

conference where parents, educators, and community advocates

told us that they wanted a broad curriculum including subjects like

social studies, music and art. They expressed their hope for increased,

individual attention for all kids with differing learning styles, as well

as the need for all educators to have some training in behavioral

support and special education. They spoke about the importance of

improved parent involvement, the hope that kids will have opportunities

to think creatively, and the need to align what kids learn in school

with the future for which we are trying to prepare them. 

As is most often the case, the conversation was both unique and

consistent with themes we’ve heard all around the state: More

individual attention; high-quality, effective, well-supported teachers,

and a well-rounded curriculum that supports 21st-century skills. 

So, how is Colorado doing in meeting 
those goals?
How does Colorado currently stack up against these shared aspirations?

Are Colorado kids receiving the services, experiences, and opportunities

they need for success in their lives and in our economy? 

All too often, the answer is “no,” and frequently the reason is that

Colorado doesn’t provide schools with the resources they need 

to provide individualized attention, or to attract, retain, train and

support the highest quality workforce, especially in shortage areas

like special education. 

Class sizes are growing; support staff is being laid off; music, art

and physical education are getting whittled down, and appropriate

technology—a particularly flexible tool for differentiated instruction—is

often out of reach. 

You can see it in our national rankings: 38th in pupil teacher ratios;

40th in school technology; 43rd in teacher compensation (as compared

to similar professions); 40th in per pupil funding. By some accounts,

we are 51st in funding for special education! 

Colorado’s special education budget is just one example of our state’s

funding crisis. Districts throughout the state provide substantial services

to kids with IEPs, 504 plans and other efforts to address needs for

education supports. But the state doesn’t help much. In 2007, the

average reimbursement rate to help districts address special education

costs was only 36%—the rest comes from the district’s general fund.

Districts face similar underfunding for English Language Learners,

children at risk (those qualified for free- and reduced- lunch), and

students identified as gifted and talented. The state provides just a few

hundred dollars annually per child for the extra services required 

for these students.
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Jan Bach
was honored by ACCESS Housing Inc. for her work via receiving the
Humanitarian Award at the annual gala on October 16th in Thornton. Jan is a graduate of

Partners in Leadership, a former Council-funded project, as well as a City Councilwoman for Thornton.

She is also the proud mother of Elizabeth Bach. Please join us in sharing this honor with Jan. 



So what’s the result? All of these kids (as well as those who don’t fall

into any particular category) are pitted against each other, while none
of them get the comprehensive services and support they need. In this

balancing act, districts are forced to limit services or eligibility as they

come up against other fast-rising costs like transporting kids to school,

heating buildings, providing health care and retirement benefits to

employees, and staying afloat with cost of living. 

How did we get here?
The accompanying graph tells the story of how Colorado has lost 

its way over the last 20 years. The straight bold line at $0 is the

national average in per pupil spending. The plunging bold line is

how Colorado compares to the national average. (For an explanation

of why the bold line has fallen so far, go to our website:

www.greateducation.org). 

The short answer is, Colorado has adopted the strictest revenue 

and spending limits in the country, and our kids are paying the price.

Unfortunately, unless the voters of Colorado take action, the cuts will get

worse every year—especially in 2011, when the federal stimulus dollars

that have been propping up our state budget run out. 

Finally, the good news: we can do 
something about it.
Unlike every other state, Colorado can only solve its budget crisis

with a statewide vote of the people to increase investment in our

schools, colleges and universities. 

But the good news is that every day, tens of thousands of Coloradans—

parents, teachers, staff, tutors, volunteers, caregivers, advocates,

business owners—dedicate their time and talents to the education

of our kids. 

Great Education Colorado is working with other organizations 

like the Colorado PTA to make it easy for these public education

supporters to also make a difference in statewide budget policy. You

can be a part of that growing network by signing up for newsletters

and signing the Great Futures Pledge for Colorado’s Kids online at

www.great education.org/pledge. We hope you’ll join us, because

Great Futures start with a Great Education.

� � � � � � �
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I am 66, a white lesbian, a therapist, diversity

researcher and teacher and retired social

worker. An organization I belong to, which 

is made up primarily of professionals who

make their living training and supporting

diversity in corporations and institutions, 

has been having an intense dialogue about

disability sensitivity. Unfortunately it is often

the “experts” who speak up and call out the

rest of us about our unconsciousness around

ability. This is true in our group. It remains

such a "lizard brain" area for us, as one of

my white allies says about herself around

racism as well. I was asked to expand the

conversation to the community who read 

this journal because of my “outsider” status.

I am addressing this article particularly as 

a plea to diversity professionals and others

who claim to be competent in the field of

cultural and other aspects of diversity. I 

hope the voices and challenges of people

who have had long-term experience with

disabilities do not go unheeded. As someone

who has been on both sides of the “temporarily

abled” experience, and who works in the

field of diversity training as well, I include

myself in my challenge of our insensitivity

and unconsciousness around disability

issues. Last year I sent my brother, who 

is profoundly hard of hearing, a singing

Valentine card. He still teases me about it.

I recall the support two of my colleagues

provided for me the year I had a hip

replacement and was struggling both with

Disability: The "Achilles Heel"
of Diversity Professionals
By Nancy Arvold

“Both Sides of the ‘temporarily   
abled’ experience...”
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the physical challenges as well as the

challenges of accepting what having the

surgery meant in terms of probably increasing

physical limitations and what that meant to

me. I was grateful for the compassionate

wisdom and information I received from my

colleagues who also had dealt with limited

mobility and joint replacement. I’m far more

mobile than I expected, and have a level of

acceptance I’m grateful for. My attitude was

greatly enhanced by my friends who have

lived with long-term disabilities.

I personally continue to struggle with a recently

identified and treated mental disorder. I hesitate

to include the information in conversations

around these issues because it is a disability I

have much internalized stigma around, which

is interesting for a psychotherapist and social

worker. An advocate with a disability who has

successfully battled the “system” for many years

was extraordinarily helpful when I needed to

address taking a medical leave from my job

and tried to get ADA accommodations upon

my return to work. It was eye-opening to

experience the double binds and limitations of

ADA accommodations at work. I experienced

just a tiny bit of the discrimination others deal

with so profoundly, and eventually left the job

because of the limited options I was given.

We Californians, and others as well, should not

forget the multiple costs of reduced services for

people with disabilities that our maddening state

budget issues will perpetrate. Most of us won’t

experience that directly—at least not right now.

The diversity practitioners organization I am a

part of has struggled with the issue of searching

for a truly accessible meeting site for our

activities which also serves us in the other

ways that are so important to us. In part, this

is what fueled our dialogue. We are discovering

that it is time that we recognize that accessibility

must be a priority

for us. It seems to

be no accident that

it is finally really “up”

on the table—maybe

because more of us

are reaching that

age where we

cannot ignore it. 

We have been told

that we are all only

temporarily abled,

and we know that

intellectually. Some

of us who have

experienced periods of disability and then

recovered our mobility or whatever may forget, or

we may bring that experience with us to open

our awareness about the issue.

Confronting the needs of an aging community

is critical and it is in people’s faces more and

more. We are all aging, and more and more

of us have physical limitations that make it

difficult or impossible to manage in locations

used by our organizations without demanding

sufficient accessibility. We are also discovering

that there are few truly accessible sites within

budget limitations that meet other concerns as

well. It would be foolish to wait until the half of

us who are becoming or are already seniors

will be unable attend our activities because

we cannot manage the rigors of the sites. 

Those of us who are close to people with

disabilities and know intimately what they

experience probably have a greater awareness

as well. This is similar to reports of White

people with partners or children who are

People of Color who see the daily experiences

of racism perpetrated on their loved ones,

develop greater awareness and sensitivity,

and are likely to be called to be allies for

social and racial justice.

I think most of us, including myself, are gravely

unaware about disability issues and our own

insensitivity about it—our language is just an

indication. We frequently say things that are

fundamentally insulting to folks with disabilities,

and many of us walk on eggshells when we

talk, so we won’t make mistakes. Basically we

are well-meaning folks with good intentions,

but I believe that if we are willing to work

through our unconsciousness it will make us

not only sensitive about ability but also all the

other marginalizing issues—race, class,

gender, etc. Responses and reactions around

disability issues remind me of those of white

folks I work with around race: Who me??? Oh

I didn’t intend anything. You should be less

sensitive. Please teach me. You should talk to

the right person about it, not me.” Etc, etc. 

As a white woman I have been deeply engaged

in personal and public work around being

white that has been powerful for me and

others who are my partners in taking on that

challenge for many years. I’ve found there is

always more to learn, that we will never really

get it, with regard to any “ism” in which we are

the dominant group. But being committed to

being open, to learning, to admitting mistakes, to

be willing to face whatever discomfort there 

is in being challenged and changed by our

learning, and then to keep going, seems to be

what it is all about—particularly for those of us

who are committed to a world in which difference

is honored, and disparities no longer plague us.

I believe the issue is the “Achilles heel” of

diversity professionals. Is that a bad metaphor,

given we are talking about disability—or apt? I

think most of us are very clear that a community

which cannot include and embrace the voices of

any marginalized group, whether it is People of

Color, women, LGBT folks, folks with disabilities,

or any other group is in danger as a group

which claims to have a commitment to diversity

and inclusion. Most of us who work with diversity

know that when that is occurring—when a

group doesn’t feel welcomed, included, and

heard, that it is NOT being welcomed, included,

and heard. And if someone cannot be included,

they cannot have a voice.

We work with organizations that have continuously

struggled with issues of disability, yes? So...what

is it about us that over the years we remain

as unaware and insensitive to issues of

disability as our naïve clients are around race,

“Most of us, including myself,
are gravely unaware about
disability issues and our
own insensitivity...”

“We remain as unaware
and insensitive to issues
of disability as our naïve
clients are around race,
gender, class, and other
issues...”
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Watch Our Words
WOW Colorado is a group of individuals who use

Facilitated Communication (FC), and is

sponsored by a grant from the Colorado Developmental

Disabilities Council. Some members use FC to access

communication devices; others use letter boards.

Members have all levels of experience, from new

learners to college students.  

When WOW first began to design their presentations to

groups, the WOW members decided that the first hour 

of the monthly meetings would be set aside for sharing

ideas, dreams, triumphs, and often frustrations about

communication. During the last half-hour WOW

members design their presentations and plan the

calendar of upcoming presentations. 

The trainings and presentations offered by WOW are 

the following:

FC Training
Free training is available for groups of all sizes. 

Contact Pam Rahn (see below) and watch the WOW

website (www.wowcolorado.org) for announcements 

of upcoming trainings.

Speaker's Bureau
WOW members are experienced presenters on a 

variety of life and disability topics. 

• Life through our eyes

• Classroom success 

• Developing talents

• Employment

• Including people with disabilities in 

your organization 

• Using assistive technology more effectively 

• Many more

Monthly Meetings—All Are Welcome! 
WOW members presented at the October 2009 Cultural

Competence and Responsiveness Conference in Aurora.

Their discussion of ways to include people who use

communication devices  generated much interest. The

presenters also responded to questions about how

developing communication has helped others

understand how to more fully assist them in their lives.

WOW meets on the third Wednesday of each month, alternating
between Denver and Lafayette. Please contact either Brenda Granger
(granger@cybox.com) or Pam Rahn (Pam.Rahn@comcast.net) to be
added to the WOW e-mail list. If you are not on the WOW e-mail list
you may also call Brenda or Pam the day of the meeting you plan 
to attend to confirm the meeting location. Brenda’s number is 
(303) 669-6044, and Pam’s number is (303) 881-9284. The last 
two meetings for 2009 are November 18 in Denver and 
December 16 in Lafayette.

gender, class, and other issues?

Rather than becoming more committed

to fully including people with disabilities

and listening to their voices powerfully to

learn about ourselves and our

insensitivities, prejudices, dismissive and

derogatory actions and statements we

often resort to defensiveness and

scapegoating people who speak up too

directly and too frequently. 

My friends who have disabilities and are

experts in the field have shared how

difficult it is to encourage people to

confront and address issues of disability

and to ally with people with disabilities.

Some of what I’ve gleaned from them is

that to do so we have to face a deep

terror of mortality, which we often glimpse

in aging and disability. I invite us to have

the courage to take on this issue with

great heart, love, and urgency, for the

sake of our own humanity and for the

wellbeing of our organizations. We are

ignoring a deep source of pain and

ignorance that we are perpetrating on

those we love. Unfortunately, many of the

most passionate informed and wise voices

continue to be silenced as years pass.

Remembering the reactions of others

around issues where we are members of

the marginalized group may be a “way

in.” We can use our experience to learn

about our insensitivity when we are in the

privileged or dominant group. Recalling

our own reactions to situations where we

are not in the privileged group and those

who are relate to us in ways that are

hurtful can provide insight.

It could be considered a real opportunity

for those of us who claim to be sensitive

about diversity and who are “temporarily

abled” to develop our skill in addressing

disability as fully as we deal with whatever

other “isms” occur in the organizations we

coach, teach, and train. I trust that if we

do—and if we can do it with love and

respect as well as rigor, it will transform

us individually and organizationally. 

We can heed a call to listen and learn

from our family members who are most

deeply impacted by issues of disability.

We could commit to having folks who

currently deal with disabilities which limit

ease of participation feel welcomed in all

of our programs and organizations, and

that our actions truly reflect sensitivity to

this issue. 

I trust that dialogue about this will continue

to be rich and deep and reflect commitment,

appreciation, and community, even as it

is confronting to some of us. I hope it

contributes to more discussion and I look

forward to comments and feedback. I,

too, am very culpable in my ignorance

and insensitivity and fear around disability.

And I trust that I, too, will be better for

addressing this.

I believe we must address this as a critical

and ignored issue in our profession—and

for our larger society. Imagine diversity

trainers being on the front line as true

allies regarding ability and aging issues.

Pretty cool.

_____________________________

Nancy’s article was originally published in 
the September 09 newsletter, inclusionRX. 
Link: http://www.diversityworld.com/Disability/
newsletter.htm“Imagine diversity trainers

being on the front line as
true allies regarding
ability and aging issues.”
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Systems Change

Percentage of Canadian and US mortgages, respectively, that are more than 90 days delinquent or in

foreclosure: 0.4, 7.2
(Canadian Bankers Association, Toronto, and Mortgage Bankers Association, Washington, DC)

Average number of items a 17-year old who grew up poor can hold in her/his memory at one time: 8.5

Average number for a 17-year old who grew up in the middle class: 9.4
(Gary Evans, College of Human Ecology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, June 2009)

Number of states that have laws requiring children to pay for the medical care of their indigent parents: 30

Number of states in which nursing homes have used these laws to sue the children of non-paying residents: 2
(Katherine Pearson, Penn State Law, Carlisle, PA, August 2009)

Number of charges of race discrimination received by the EEOC in fiscal year 2008: 33,937
Number of charges resolved that year: 28,321

Monetary benefits recovered for charging parties and other aggrieved individuals (not including monetary

benefits obtained through litigation): $79.3 million
(http://www.eeoc.gov/types/race.html, June 2009)

Year in which the Civil Rights section of the US Department of Justice was created: 1957

Year in which hate crime legislation was first passed: 1968

Year in which disability was included in hate crime legislation: 2009
(http://www.justice.gov/crt/activity.php, and www.disability.gov)
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